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SUMMARY

Silverside Resources Inc., is the holder of a 480 

acre silver prospect well located in the Cobalt silver 

camp. The company owns both the surface and mineral rights 

on the property and all facilities for a mining operation are 

readily available.

The Cobalt camp has a history of silver and 'Cobalt 

production, most of which has been associated with the lower 

contact of the Nipissing diabase sill, with the Cobalt series 

of sediments. An interpretation of the geology on the 

Silverside property from the few outcrops available and data 

from adjacent properties, indicates that many of the requisites 

for silver deposition are present.

Considerable silver and cobalt production has come 

from properties adjacent to the Silverside ground. In one 

instance, a silver-bearing vein was mined within one quarter 

mile of the north boundary of the Silverside property.

Only minor exploration has been carried out on the 

Silverside ground due to extensive overburden over most of the pro 

perty. However, on the basis of a favourable geological environ 

ment, a relatively high price for silver, and new exploration 

techniques, a full scale exploration programme is warranted for 

the property. The recommended programme is in two stages; with
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SUMMARY ( cont'd)

the initial stage consisting of geophysical surveys, geochemical 

soil sampling followed by diamond drilling at an estimated cost 

of $300,000. Stage II would include detail drilling if 

justified by the results of Stage I.
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PROPERTY AND LOCATION (cont'd)

Claim No. Description

T25679 SE^ of the Sj of Lot l
T19096 SWJ of the Sj of Lot l
T46992 NWJ of the Sj of Lot l

NWJ of the NJ of Lot 2

Concession Acreage

12
12
12
12

40
40
40
40

TOTAL: 480

All of the parcels are patented with the exception 
of T46992, which is leased ground.

ACCESSIBILITY AND* FACILITIES

The property is in the well-established Cobalt 

camp so ali facilities are available for a mining operation,

including custom milling.

The claims are readily accessible by road from the 

town of North Cobalt, which is situated about one and a half 

miles to the north. This road extends through the property to 

the south boundary as shown on Fig. 2 , accompanying this report.

HISTORY

ID

The history of the Cobalt camp is well-known and is 

only dealt with here in reference to the vicinity of the Silver- 

side property. Silver and cobalt have been mined extensively 

from the camp with most of the production crning from the area 

to the west and north of the Silverside property.
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HISTORY ( cont'd)

The first silver production in the vicinity of 

the Silverside ground was in 1907 from the Green Meehan 

and Red Rock, some 3,000 feet north of the Silverside property. 

Other properties in this area that have produced silver and 

cobalt include the Harrison Hibbert mine, Augaunico and Cross 

Lake O'Brien mines.

'GENERAL GEOLOGY

The geology of the Cobalt camp has been well-

documented in reports and maps published by the Ontario Department 

of Mines and the following information has been obtained mainly 

from these sources.

The oldest rocks in the area are the Keewatin 

volcanic which unconformably underlie the .Cobalt sediments. 

The Cobalt series of sediments consist essentially of conglomerate 

and greywacke. The Keewatin volcanics outcrop north of the 

Silverside property and from data available from other properties, 

the Keewatin sedimentary contact dips to the south in this area. 

At the north boundary of the Silverside property, the contact is 

estimated to be at a depth of 300 feet and the contact obviously 

rises again as the volcanics outcrop again at the south end of 

the property. This is shown on the geological plan Fig. 2.

S)
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GENERAL GEOLOGY (cont'd)

The Keewatin volcanics and the Cobalt sediments have 

been intruded by a quartz diabase referred to as the Nipissing 

sill. This sill varies in thickness from 700 to 1,000 feet. 

The diabase is exposed over fairly extensive areas and forms 

prominent ridges and hills.

The major fault structure in the area is the McKenzie 

fault which has a length of several miles and a northwest strike 

(See Fig. 2). It dips about 70O to the northeast and the 

movement on this fault has been about 300 feet. There are other 

lesser faults in the area, all of which have a northerly trend.

The Silverside property, itself, is largely covered 

with overburden with outcrops of the Nipissing sill on each side 

as fairly prominent ridges. The Cobalt series are exposed in 

only two places on the property, one in the northwest corner and 

another near the east boundary, where the sedimentary-diabase 

contact is exposed. Both outcrops consist of conglomerate of 

the Coleman formation.

At the north end of the Silverside property, the 

contact of the diabase sill with the underlying sediments is ex 

posed. The sediments strike north to northwest and dip flatly 

to the west. The sill here dips away to the east and the west, 

'' forming a gentle dome. Similar domes in the Cobalt camp have
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' GENERAL GEOLOGY ( cont'd)

been favourable for large silver deposits.

The McKenzie fault has been mapped as extending across 

a portion of the Silverside property and one other fault has been 

mapped on the property. Both faults cross the contact of the 

diabase with the underlying sediments and, since many of the 

productive veins in the area are fault veins, these areas,. 

should be prime targets for exploration.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Most of the silver mined in the Cobalt camp has

come from the rocks beneath the lower contact of the diabase sill. 

More recently, some exploration has found silver veins close to 

the upper contact but history still indicates the lower contact 

to be the prime target.

The producing veins in the area have a general north 

to northwest strike. They contain both silver and cobalt and the 

Agaunico mine to the east was one of the largest cobalt producers 

in the camp.

As mentioned earlier, the Cobalt sediments are exposed 

on the north part of the Silverside property where the diabase 

sill has been completely eroded. This is in the vicinity of the 

roll in the diabase sill, which combined with major faulting, 

provides a favourable environment for silver-cobalt veins.
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DEVELOPMENT

The Cobalt camp is the oldest mining camp in Canada 

and a considerable amount of cobalt and silver have been produced 

over the years. A good portion of this production has come 

from the Ruby Valley within which the Silverside Resources' 

property is situated. The production dates back to 1907 when 

the Green Meehan and Red Rock mines operated about 3,000 -feet 

north of the Silverside property. It is believed that most of 

this production came from the Keewatin volcanics.

The Harrison Hibbert mine which is situated some

2,500 feet due north of the Silverside property, started production 

in the 1950's. It mined a north-south vein referred to as the 

Ruby vein and this was mined to within a quarter of a mile of the 

north boundary of the Silverside ground. Subsequent work extended 

this vein and it is understood that several small ore shoots were 

developed. It is the writer's understanding that the Harrison 

Hibbert mine is being rehabilitated. Work is also underway or 

planned on other properties just north of the Silverside ground 

and these include Pan Silver Mines and Consolidated Professor 

Mines. Three thousand feet west of the Silverside property, 

itself, the Cross Lake O'Brien mine produced 14 million ounces 

of silver.

. On the property of Silverside Resources Inc., there 

has been only minor exploration due to the extensive overburden
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DEVELOPMENT ( cont'd)

in the valley that runs north-south through most of the property. 

There are a number of old pits and trenches put down in the 

diabase in the central part of the property just east of the 

north-south road. These pits were apparently put down on narrow 

quartz - carbonate stringers and veins containing chalcopyrite, 

pyrite and some cobalt. They have a north to northwest strike, 

more or less conforming to the productive veins north of the
* B

property. Although the veins were not of economic significance, 

they suggest a structural weakness which might contain ore-making 

f) veins at a deeper horizon near the favourable Keewatin-Cobalt

sedimentary contact or the Nipissing diabase-Cobalt series contact,

CONCLUSIONS

About ninety percent of the silver in the Cobalt camp 

has come from the Cobalt sediments beneath the lower contact of 

the Nipissing diabase sill. The Cobalt sediments are exposed on 

the north part of the property where the diabase sill has been 

eroded. A structural valley trends across the Silverside property 

in a north-south direction with the Nipissign diabase exposed on 

each side of the valley. There are indications that the diabase 

sill has a roll in this area, which, combined with the northwest 

f j trending McKenzie fault, provides a favourable environment on the
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CONCLUSIONS ( cont'd)

property for silver deposition.

Substantial quantities of silver and cobalt have been 

mined from the area surrounding the Silverside property. There 

would appear to be similar geological conditions on the 

Silverside property but overburden conditions have hampered 

exploration in the past.

On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that 

the Silverside property is a worthwhile prospect for silver 

exploration. There are now new techniques for exploration 

f) which, combined with the present price of silver, warrant a full- 

scale exploration programme for the property.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COST ESTIMATES

V.L.F. (very low frequency) electromagnetic surveys 

have been used successfully in gold exploration to locate gold- 

bearing veins and shear zones. The interpretation of the results 

makes it possible to outline such poor conductors as contacts, 

breccia zones, faults and shear zones, any of which could represent 

silver-bearing zones. In view of the extensive overburden on the 

property, this exploration tool is recommended for the initial 

programme; a magnometer survey is also recommended for geological 

kA data beneath the overburden.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND COST ESTIMATES ( cont'd)

The following recommendations with cost estimates are 

made for the exploration programme which is in two stages:

STAGE I

1. V.L.F. electromagnetic survey and line cutting
at 200 foot intervals 310,000

2. Magnetometer survey 4,000

3. Basal till sampling over the geophysical
anomalies to provide definitive drill targets 16,000

4. Initial diamond drilling programme to test
the results of the above-10,000 feet at 325.00*
per foot 250,000

f) 5 . Contingencies 20,000

TOTAL COST OF STAGE I 3300,000 

*The cost includes supervision, core logging, assaying, etc.

STAGE II

The expenditures of this stage of the programme will 

be largely dictated by the results of Stage I.

1. Detail drilling to fully delineate any silver- 
bearing zones indicated in Stage I

20,000 feet at 325.00 per foot 3500,000

Additional expenditures will depend on the results obtained in 
Stages I and II.

Respectfully submitted, , v

|f) Toronto, Ontario 
April 3, 1981
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION'

I, H. J. Bergroann, of the City of Toronto, in the 
Province of Ontario, hereby certify:

1. That I am a Consulting Mining Engineer and reside at 
70 Chiswell Crescent, Willowdale, Ontario.

2. That I am a registered Professional Engineer of the 
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

3. That I am a graduate of the University of Alberta and hold 
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mining Engineering.

4. That I have been practising my profession as a Mining
Engineer since 1938 and during the past twenty-five years 
as a Consulting Engineer.

5. That I have no interest, either direct or indirect, in 
the securities of Silverside Resources Inc., or in the 
property described in this report nor do I expect to 
receive, either directly or indirectly, any interest.

6. That the accompanying report is based on a study of all 
available data on the property and vicinity together with 
the writer's experience.

7. I hereby consent to the inclusion of this report in any 
documents required by the regulatory authorities.

Dated at Toronto this 3rd day 
of April, 1981.

H. J. Bergmanft, P. Eng
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PATERSON, GRANT fc. WATSON LIMITED/CONSULTING GEOPHYSICISTS
Suite 1214, 111 Richmond Street West, Toronto. Canada M5H 2G4 

Telephone: (416) 868-0888 Telex: 06-22633

October 15, 1981

Mr. A.L. Hellens
President
Silverside Resources Inc.
Suite 901
159 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5J 1J7

Re: Geophysical Surveys, Lorrain Township, Ontario

Dear Leith, 

\x I enclose two copies of the following preliminary maps:

1. Magnetometer survey; contours of total magnetic field /'

2. VLF EM survey; contours of filtered in-phase component/ 
profiles of quadrature component

3. VLF EMR survey; contours of apparent resistivity/profiles 
of phase angle

4. VLF EM/EMR and magnetometer surveys; interpretation
t-

On the interpretation map I have outlined ten target areas that 
I regard worthy of further investigation. Suggested drilling 
locations are shown in all but one. A brief description follows

Target Area l

A zone in excess of 500 feet in length appears to lie under a 
thin capping of diabase - probably extending into sediments at 
its south end. Strong VLF-EMR phase angles coincide with sharp 
inflections on the VLF-EM quadrature component. An altered or 
mineralized zone in sediments is suggested.

A tentative location for Drill Hole 1-1 is 2+70E on Line 22S, 
drilling west at an inclination of -50 , for a total hole length 
of 400 feet. The conductive zone should be intersected at a 
hole depth of about 200 feet.

. . .2

N/
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Target Area 2

This zone is similar to Target Area l but has a strike length 
of at least 900 feet. The diabase capping here is believed to 
be not more than 50-75 feet. Drill hole 2-1 is shown at 6+OOE 
on Line 44S, inclined westward at -50 for a hole length of 
400 feet. The zone should be intersected at a hole depth of 
about 200 feet. If drilling is not possible in this direction, 
because of the road, an alternative location would be 3+50E 
drilling eastward at an inclination of -50 .

Target Area 3

This target occurs mainly on the adjacent property to the north, 
It has a strike length of about 800 ft., but possibly continues 
into Target Area 3a which is on Silverside Resources ground.

The zone has good VLF-EMR phase characteristics and a weak 
quadrature VLF-EM response. It appears to lie in sediments, 
adjacent to a small outlier of diabase.

Target Area 3a

This zone is approximately 900 feet long and may connect with 
Target Area 3. The geophysical signature consists of a weak 
VLF-EMR response and minor VLF-EM quadrature inflections. The 
zone appears to lie mainly in sediments but continue under a 
diabase capping on Lines 6S and 8S. Its location is favourable 
in view of the current activities to the north.

A drill hole is recommended at 17+OOE on Line 4S, inclined 
eastward at -50 O for a hole length of 400 ft. The conductive 
zone should be intersected at a hole depth of about 200 ft.

Target Area 4

This zone is in excess of 500 ft. in length and occurs on the?" 
east slope of the diabase sill outcrop area on the western side 
of the property. It is characterized by good VLF-EMR phase and 
VLF-EM quadrature responses, together with a roughly coincident 
magnetic low. It lies approximately 150 ft. west of the 
interpreted diabase contact and probably not more than 75 ft. 
below the diabase surface. Trenching has been conducted near 
the southern end of the zone.

Drill hole 4-1 is recommended at 15+75W on Line 26S, inclined 
eastward at -50 for a hole length of 430 ft. The conductive 
zone should be intersected at a hole depth of about 275 ft.

Target Area 5

This zone is similar in most respects to target area 4. It 
lies very close to an existing mine shaft and trenches. There 
is no magnetic low indicated in this case.

...3
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Drill hole 5-1 is recommended at ll-f75W,Ainclined eastward at 
500 , for a hole length of 475 ft. The zone should be intersected 
at a hole depth of about 275 ft.

Target Area 6

This zone is at least 250 ft. in length and open to the south. 
It has excellent VLF-EMR and VLF-EM characteristics and appears 
to occur in a thin patch of sediments overlying diabase. Trenching 
has been conducted within 150 ft. of the zone.

Drill hole 6-1 is recommended at 8+50E on Line 505, inclined
eastward at -50--', for a hole length of 400 ft. The zone should
be intersected at a hole depth of approximately 200 ft.

Target Area 7

This zone is the southern end of a weakly conductive trend 
extending into the property from the north. North of Line 4S, 
however, the conductor is believed to be associated with 
overburden between two diabase outcrops. The geophysical 
signature is confined to a weak VLF-EMR phase response though 
the EM response may be masked by conductive overburden. The 
zone appears to lie in sediments, within 200 ft. of the western 
diabase sill.

Geophysically this is not a high priority target but its location 
is geologically favourable. Drill hole 7-1 is recommended at 
8+OOW on Line 6S, inclined westward at -50 for a hole length 
of 400 ft. The zone should be intersected at a hole depth of
approximately 200 ft.

Target Area 8

This zone is similar to Target Area 7 but has geophysical 
characteristics that are even less definite. The zone appears. 
to be broad or banded, and discontinuous. The indication of *" 
conductivity at depth could be a reflection of unmineralized 
sediments underlying a thin diabase capping. Nevertheless, its 
location is geologically very favourable - particularly since it 
appears to be truncated at its northern end by the McKenzie Fault. 
A possible drill location would be 2+OOW on Line 2S, inclined 
westward at -45O for hole length of 625 ft. Conductive material 
might be encountered at any depth in this hole.

Target Area 9

This zone is very similar to Target Areas l and 2 and assumes 
roughly the same priority. Good VLF-EMR phase and VLF-EM 
quadrature responses suggest a conductive zone under thin 
diabase capping at a depth of not more than 100 ft. The zone 
is in the vicinity of trenching and pitting.

...4
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Drill hole 9-1 is recommended at 4+40E on Line 32S, inclined 
westward at 50O , for a hole length of 430 ft. The zone 
should be intersected at a hole depth of approximately
235 ft.

Summary

The following is a summary of the above drilling recommendations, 
arranged in order of priority based largely on geophysical 
characteristics. You may wish to change the priority based on 
other considerations. The exact drill hole locations, inclinations 
etc. are also subject to change due to factors such as topography, 
culture etc.

Drill-hole Hole length (ft.)

1-1 400

2-1 400

9-1 430

3a-l . 400

4-1 430

5-1 475

6-1 400

7-1 400

8-1 625

3,960

A final report will be prepared in early November. Please 
feel free to telephone or drop around if you have any
questions or comments.

Yours sincerely,

PATERSON, GRANT S WATSON LIMITED

Norman R. Paterson

NRP/yh 
Enc.
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INTRODUCTION

The Lorrain township property of Silverside Resources 

Inc. is a silver prospect in the Cobalt silver camp.

V.L.F. (very low frequency) electromagnetic surveys 

have been used successfully in gold exploration to locate gold- 

bearing veins and shear zones. In view of the extensive 

overburden, this type of survey, combined with a magnetometer 

survey for geological data, was recommended for the initial 

exploration programme.

The surveys have recently been completed over the 

property and the following report and accompanying maps 

describe the results of the survey.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of M-80 acres in the township of 

Lorrain, Ontario and includes the following claims as shown on 

the accompanying map.

T25683 
T25681+ 
Tl?968 
T19202 
T25679 
T19096
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It also includes the North half of lot l, and the 

NWi of the Ni of lot in Concession 12.

GEOLOGY

The Silverside property is largely covered with 

overburden with outcrops of the Cobalt series of sediments 

outcropping in only two areas of the property. These consist 

of conglomerate in the northwest corner of the property and 

the other near the east boundary where the sedimentary-diabase 

contact is exposed.

At the north end of the Silverside property the 

contact of the diabase sill with the underlying sediments is 

exposed. The sediments strike north to northwest and dip 

flatly to the west.

The producing veins in the area have a general north 

to northwest strike and they usually contain both silver and 

cobalt. Immediately to the north of the Silverside property 

mining has started at the Pan property some 600 feet north of 

the Silverside boundary. The silver-bearing structure is 

striking north-south and consists of finely disseminated 

silver associated with chalcopyrite blebs in the sediments.
*

SURVEY METHOD AND INSTRUMENT DATA

The geophysical surveys were carried out over a 

network of lines in an east-west direction at 200 foot intervals 

as shown on the accompanying maps.
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The V.L.F. (very low frequency) survey was carried 

out using a Geonics EM-16 unit. This method uses the radiation 

from powerful military radio transmitters at low frequencies 

as primary signals as opposed to portable transmitters in the 

conventional E.M. methods. The instrument has two receiving 

coils and the parameters measured are:

(1) The vertical in-phase component.

(2) The vertical out-of-phase component, 

(quadrature component)

The interpretation of the results uses the relative 

measurements of these two parameters and it is possible to 

outline such poor conductors as sheared contacts, breccia 

zones, faults, and alteration zones, as well as the good 

sulphide conductors. Because V.L.F. anomalies are produced 

by a wide range of geological effects, profiles sometimes tend 

to show a complex "cluttered" pattern and additional assistance 

is required to distinguish trends. By the use of the Fraser 

method of filtering tilt angle profiles, the readings are
*

converted into contourable data that are plotted on one of the 

accompanying maps. In addition, the vertical in-phase and 

out-of-phase components have been plotted as profiles on a separate 

map to obtain a maximum interpretation of results.

The magnetic survey was carried out over the same 

network of lines using a Geometrics G-816 Proton magnetometer. 

This instrument measures the earth's total magnetic field in
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gammas. These are plotted on a separate map after correction 

for diurnal variation. The results have been contoured and 

the electrical conductors have been superimposed on the 

magnetic map to aid in the interpretation.

RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

The results of the geophysical surveys have been 

plotted on three separate maps on a scale of 200 feet to the 

inch. As mentioned earlier, the electromagnetic results have 

been plotted both as profiles and contours (Fraser reduction) 

on separate maps and the magnetic data on a third map. The 

following maps are included with this report,

Map No. l - Electromagnetic Survey - Fraser Reduction 

Map No. 2 - Magnetometer Survey- 

Map No. 3 - Electromagnetic Survey - Profiles.

An examination of the electromagnetic maps shows a 

number of north-south striking conductive zones which conforms 

with the regional trend of the sediments and the usual strike 

of the silver-bearing veins. The length of the conductors is 

variable and the conductivity ranges from weak to moderate. 

The major conductive zones have been lettered A, B, C etc. for 

reference purposes and will be described in more detail later 

in this report.

The magnetic map shows fairly uniform readings 

(between 650 and 750 gammas) throughout a major portion of the 

property and this likely represents the sedimentary formations
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which do not have much variation in magnetic susceptibility. 

There are a few areas of higher magnetic readings which 

probably represent the diabase sill where it is either 

exposed or is beneath the overburden. At the west end of 

line 20 S there are high readings which may well represent 

an outcrop of diabase or a fault zone. On the east side of 

the base line between lines 24- S and 52 S there is also an 

area of irregularly higher readings which may also be due to 

the diabase sill.

The hydro line in the northeast corner of the 

property caused high magnetic readings which were not contoured,

A brief discussion of the main conductive zones

follows:

"A" zone stands out as a fairly good conductor 

with the best conductivity at the south end. It shows a fold 

or fault at line 32 S which appears to be corroborated on the 

magnetic map. The conductor would appear to lie along the 

west flank of the magnetic anomaly mentioned above and this 

could represent the contact between the sediments and the 

diabase or a fault zone. There is a parallel conductor at 

the north end which has similar characteristics.

"B" zone is a fairly continuous conductor close to 

the west boundary of the property. It has a northerly trend 

and appears to dip at a relatively flat angle to the west. 

This conforms to the sediments and thus probably represents
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a slightly conductive zone along the sedimentary beds. The 

conductor appears to be faulted on line 20 S where the high 

magnetics occur. There is a shaft or pit location here and 

surface examination may provide additional information.

"C" # "D" zones may represent the same structure with
i

"D" zone showing some fair but irregular conductivity. This 

zone is within the area of slightly higher magnetic readings.

"E" zone is a fairly strong short conductive zone 

within the sediments. There are some slightly higher magnetic 

readings along the west flank but their significance is not 

known.

Another short but possibly significant conductor is 

located at the north boundary of the property just west of the 

base line. The best conductivity is at the boundary and this 

could be related to the silver-bearing vein being mined some 

600 feet to the north.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The geophysical surveys outlined several significant 

conductive zones trending in a northerly direction. In view 

of the continuity and width of the main conductors they would 

appear to be regional rather than representing individual 

veins. However, they may represent geological contacts or 

possible shear zones within which veins could be found. The 

conductor at the north boundary could be significant because 

of its proximity to a known vein to the north.



PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

- 7 -

A decision has been made to extend the survey to 

the north on the adjacent property and thus the final inter 

pretation should await these results. In the meantime, it is 

recommended that surface examination and prospecting be 

carried out in the vicinity of the conductive zones to obtain 

all possible information prior to the lay out of a drilling 

programme.

Respectfully submitted^ 

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS.LTD.

Toronto, Ont. 
August 25, 1981.
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A. D. HELLENS. MC,, BSc.. P.ENG. 
MINING ENGINEER

TELEPHONES: SUITE 1101

BUSINESS - 366-8058 1 0 *'NQ STREET EAST

RESIDENCE - 267-4881 TORONTO, ONTARIO M5C 1C3

SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC. 
1981 - Exploration Program 
Lorrain Township 
District of Temiskaming

This property consisting of 11 patented claims and one leased claim is 
located north-east of the main silver producing area of Cobalt. Although 
all these claims have been held by various individuals and companies 
since the early days of the camp, little constructive exploration work 
lias ever been done. The main reason was the abundance of overburden which 
covers most of the claims.

The Geological Staff of Silverside Resources Inc. conceived an exploration 
program consisting of geophysics, electromagnetic, magnetic and resistivity 
surveys followed by detailed mapping and interpretation. The geological 
work was carried out by G.P. Thoday, P.Eng. of Haileybury assisted by 
William Hammerstrom of Haileybury under the general supervision of Hellens 
Management and Development Company of Toronto, The geophysics were carried 
out by Prospecting Geophysics under the supervision of Norman Paterson, Ph.D. 
P.Eng. of Toronto.

Work completed to date indicate Geology very favourable for silver dispos 
ition. Cobalt sediments resting on Keewatin with ri dome-like structure of 
diabase enclosing the sediments. The diabase has been partial]y eroded 
exposing the Cobalt series immediately below the overburden.

Eighty percent (80?o) of the total production of-the Cobalt Camp was pro 
duced from the Cobalt sediments. Several strong structures have been lo 
cated by Diamond Drilling with at least three good looking calcite veins 
which are yet to be explored in the Cobalt Series.

A total of 4,500 feet of diamond drilling has now been completed - mainly 
on anomalous areas indicated by the geophysical program. Sufficient in 
formation is now on hand to complete a reasonably accurate cross section 
across the north part of the property. This will greatly assist the second 
part of the program. Diamond drilling is to resume in the middle of 
January, 1932.

A.D. Hellens



DIAMOND
PROPERTY S ILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC.

RECORD
(81-3) //l

ELEVATION

vIBER 1

23 + 38 south 2200 South

2+69 east 270 East
E

820'
J

SECTION FROM TO

n ATI JM

BEARING w e!3t

DIP Collar -500 , 200' -53", 400' - 56 0

STARTFD 2 70ct701 *

rOMPTFTFD 3 1 Oct /81

519 FeetULTIMATE DEPTH ? I t B

PROPOSED DFPTH

DEPTH FEET

,T - 9.0'

.0' - 519'

FORMATION

Casing 1.5' above surface overburden boulder till; 90'

into bedrock

NIPISSING DIABASE: course to medium grained, scattered

quartz, dolomite calcite veinlets; @ 10.0' sulphide rnin

pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite

1 19.7' 19.8 ' qtz veinlet

(i 37.8' - 38.0' qtz dolo mite, some chalco

@ 101' - 101.5' Dolomite veinlet

Vein Zone

@in?.5' 1 1/2" gtz carbonate, brown

AltpraHnn (a) 35 tn rore

(ain^.fl 1 mini tp, strR 35 0 tn core, some chalco

^11^ ^ ' Qtz PnrbnnRtR Str,

 16^' - 1^ ̂ ' Ppi r i tp Strs, npRlks of Chalco

(3079 91 l/''" Ot^ Carbonate Str Specks of Chajfo

@ 3D1 5' 3D 9 0' Rod' Fractured (broken TOFP)

Sr?~?/^' "?1A 3' Dh-7 Pnrhnnatp Vpinlet ' 14^ to r-nrp

JlJL/v^vJ wl ivIILJliWU L* 1 ,*.J.l*u

@ 346.5' 1" broken white calcite in 3" fracture zone
specs of Charlco

  AMPLI NO.

18541

18542

WIDTH 
Of (AMPLE

102.8-

165 -

COLD f

103.8

165.6

SLUDGE

1.0'

0.6'

AG

Tr

Tr

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 5 01 REV.

DRILLED BY .... SIGNED.



ir *m DIAMOND DRTIL RECORD
PROPERTY

SHEET NUMBER 2

LATITUDE

DEPARTURE

KLEVATION

MLVLKSIUL RESOURCES INC.

SECTION FROM

DATUM

BEARING west

DIP

HO

TO

f m-3) ffi

STARTED 27 Oct/81

COMPLETED OrtRl

ULTIMATE DEPTH 519 Feet 

PROPOSED DEPTH________

DEPTH FEET FORMATION

349' - 379' much broken core may be a fault zone wit!

a scattering of Calcite Veinlets

@ 384' 1" broken Calcite

409' - 423.6' broken core may be a fault zone

422' - 425.6' fractured rock

(8425. 6' 1" shear with Calcite 570 to core

425.6' - 519' Chlorjtized Nipissing Diabase

END OF HOLE 519 Feet

.

SAMPLE No. WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE COLD ( SLUDGE 

GOLD I

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 901 REV. 12/51

DRILLED BV SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRm RECORD
PROPERTY SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC. HOU NO. 81- 92

SHEET NUMBER .

LATITUDE ————. 100 south

SECTION FROM. 

DATUM————-

.TO. STARTED 2 Nov/81

COMPLETED.
5 Nov/81

DEPARTURE. 

ELEVATION .

598 East
BEARING.

due east
ULTIMATE DEPTH.

499 Feet

820' DIP collar 45Q , ®2DO' - 49O @ 400' - 440 PROPOSED DEPTH.

otPTH rtn

132.5' - 137

137, S 1 - 1^0. S

i/^n.s -. 194 l 1

FORMATION

CASING 1.5' above ground
1.5' - 16.0' clay

6.0' into Nipissing Diabase

NIPISSING DIABASE medium grained

9 60.2' 1/2" shear zone 150 to core
1" Hemutite either side

d 132,2' calcite str medium grained
diabase. Calcite strs: (1

129.6' 1/8" - 650 tn core

129.75' 1/16"
130.0' - 1/R"

130.6' 1/6"

1RO.R' I/A"

5' Hnnrjl nmpraf p

' Grevwaci''? ^ with scatteFod oebblDB

Basal Connlomeratfi
— @ 176' — Sphalerite, Chaloopyrito and- Pyrite ———————

• AMPLI No. WIDTH 
OF fAMPLC COLD ( ILUPQt 

GOLD f

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 501 REV. ll/SI

DRILLED BY... SIGNED,



O. *

SHEET NUMBER 

LATITUDE ——

DEPARTURE. 

ELEVATION .

DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY—————————————————————————————— HOLI NO..,!.

2_____________ SECTION FROM________TO_______ STARTED. 2 Nov/81

100 South DATUM. COMPLETED. 5 Nov/81

598 East BEARING. 

DIP____

due east ULTIMATE DEPTH. 499 Feet

-450 PROPOSED DEPTH.

DEPTH FCtT

f

394.1 - 499'

FORMATION

(i 240.7 Qtz some carbonate sphalerite, galena
chalcopyrite vein 3/4" 43 lo core

@ 253' 3/4" vein, mussivepyrite 33 to core
# 256' calcite qtz Str.
S 263.9' Sheared calcite 550 to core
d 368' 1/16" - 1/8" massive pyrite with some

calcite on both walls
@! 321' 3/4" Qtz pvrite and some Galena
0 332.8' Galena - bedding pJtns 450 to core

@ 336' Chalcnpyritfi

KfifiwaHn Grfifinst.nnfi

anrlifiiHr' fn pnnrR hafijr, maRRivia Rrul'tRrfir)

Qtz Carbon^tp^ ^trs. ^nd s l ittlp f!rMt'"'i rpr1
pyritp 4^6 6 — 49S R 1 Qt"7 — carbonatf VPIP
with sphalerite and hemati 450 to core, in a
Sheared zone also a little chalcopyrite

.
END OFHOLE 499 Feet

SAMPLK NO. WIDTH
or SAMPLE GOLD f SlUDOf 

COLD t

N.M.F.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 501 REV. 1 tit l

DRILLED B Y . ............,........ SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRTLL RECORDft,

SHEET NUMBER

PROPIRTY.

l

SILVER5IDE RESOURCES INC.

LATITUDE 2+12 South (from 0.00) 

DEPARTURE 2+00 West__________ 

820'

SECTION FROM. 

DATUM————

TO

HOLE MQ-(Bl-l) 13 

__ STARTED 5 Nov/81

COMPLETED- 11 Nnv/RI

BEARING west ULTIMATE DEPTH 41 l

ELEVATION DIP collar-480 9 200' - 49O PROPOSED DEPTH.

DIPTH reer

0 - 3U'

30 - 101.5'

v

101.5 - 103.

103.5 - 108.0'

108 - 139.5'
139.5 - 403'

FORMATION

casing

Cobalt se'piRf? - slavey nffiywRrk^

very fine grained shows

bedding in places 35O to 4Q0 to core

budly broken - scattered thread like

fractures with calcite

^

41.6' - 42.0 j 79.2' - 00.0'

52. O' - 57.9- f 81.0' - 81.9'

57.5' - 5R.V l 82.6' - 83.5'

sg.?' - *n. m V X 86 - 8 ' - 8 7 - 6 '
LUbl UUKL l 07 71 on RI

*i.m - A9,ii ; ^ ''' yu ' 5
64.1' - 66 0' \ 9Q.? 1 - 99,9'

7/1 6' - 75 0'

76 f\ ' 7 8 O l '
,

5 ctait Greywacke, small Feldspathic Erocgments

slaty - Greywacke

grit Greywacke

congldmerte - Cobalt series

• AMPLI No. WIDTH 
OF (AMPLE OOLD * •moot

O OLD f

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FOKM NO. SOI HCV, 1 2/91

DRILLED BY.

MUCH LOST CORE.
SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRTlL RECORDt
PROPERTY SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC.

SHEET NUMBER 

LATITUDE 2 *

DFPARTURF

b'LEVATION

2

12 South

2+00 West

820'

——————————————————————————————— - —————————— nw

SECTION FROM . TO

DATl JM

BEARING

DIP collar - 4^0 9 200' - 490

HOLE NO.. (81-1) #3

STARTED. 5 Nov. /81

U

ULTIMATE DEPTH

PROPOSED DEPTH.

ofpTM retr

v

FORMATION

160' -161' A

161.5' - 162.2' f L OST CORE

167' - 169.7' f

170.5' - 172' J

176' - 186' Badly broken up core contains 7.0' of

lost core

203.2' - 204.7' )

208.6' - 209.1' 1

746.R' - 247.6' L LOST CORE

75D.4' - 251 .7' (

751 .9' - 757.5' X

© 7ni.5' ra! ri ffi RfTBt with nhal rnpypi t-R

266.8' - 267.2'

267.6' - 268.3'

275' - 281.5' course pebbles

281.5' - 282.5' "^

291.4' - 291.8' f

292' - 293.6' ( LOST CORE

297.1' - 297.7' (
298.3' - 300' J

f AMPLE No. WIDTH
or WAMPLC COLD f BlUDOt 

COLD f

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 901 REV. la/Si

DRILLED BY SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRTLL RECORDt
PROPERTY S il VFRSTDF RFSnilRrFS IMP.

SHEET NUMBER

l.ATITUDR

DEPARTURE

ELEVATION

3

2+12 South

2+00 West

820'

•————————— ——————————————————— ... . -.-.....- ———————— . —————————————————————————————— M. ————————————————————————————————————————————————— ————— ———————— —————————— ————————————————————————— . —————————————— HW

SFCTION FROM TO

HATI IM

BEARING West

DIP Collar - 460 , ® 200' - 490

HOLE NO. ( 81-1) #3
STARTED 5 Nov. /81 

COMPLETED 11 Nov./Sl

ULTIMATE DEPTtL

PROP05FD HFPTH

DIPTH FICT

A03

FORMATION

322.4' - 324''^.

325.4' - 326 J LOST CORE

330' - 331.8' Calcite in fracture

395,1' - 395.8''?

396.6 - 399.5' f LOST CORE
J

402.5' - 404.5' mud seam
i

Keewatin

END OF HOLD 411 FEET
*

SAMPLK No.

^

WIDTH 
OF (AMPLE COLD f 1LUDOC 

OOUO f "

N.M.P., TORONTO-STOCK FORM N O. 301 RtV. 11/51

DRIU.EO B Y SIGNED.,



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD
PROPERTY SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC. HOLE N0.!lr!

SHEET NUMBER

T.ATITHn^36 South

SECTION FROM. 

DATUM —————

.TO. STARTED. 12 Nov/81

COMPLETED. Nov/BI

DEPARTURE. 

ELEVATION .

800 West BEARING WEsL ULTIMATE DEPTH

DIP Collar - SI 0 , 200' - S&0 , 4nn* - S60 PROPOSED DEPTH.

DtPTH rCCT

0 - 34'
34' - Z6V

269'r388

388- 439'

FORMATION

casing
conglomerate

@ 42.8' calcite Str 400 to core

g 66.8' qtz. carbonate str.
@ 96' - 97.7' fault zone calcite in gouge

@ 101' - 103' fracture parallec tn corn

@ 106-110' fracture ^pne
® 1 65.8' qtz. str. 450 to COPR

@ 204.5' calcite str 150 tn rnrp
slatey greywacke

beddiRg 50O to core
@380' calcite str

greywacke with interbedden slatev bands
426.5' - 427 ;1 lost core

END OF HOLE 439 feet

-

• AMPLE No. WIDTH 
OF SAMPLE COLD t tlUDOt 

COLD f

N.M.P.. IOHONTO-STOCK FORM NO. SOI B IV. la/Si 

DRILLED BY...................... SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRIIL RECORDft,
PROPERTY Silverside Resources Inc. HOLE NO, Bl-5

SHEET NUMBER ——^—— 

LATITUDE 100 south

SECTION FROM. 

DATUM—-———

-TO. 13 Nov/81

COMPLETED.
17 Nov/81

DEPARTURE. 

ELEVATION .

300 east BEARING. EAST ULTIMATE DEPTH.
476 feet

DiPcollar - 460 . 200' - 44O . 400'-440 PROPOSED DEPTH.

DIPTH FEKT

0-46'

46-50

50-68

68' - 80.3'

RR. 3-171 .7"

121.2-176'

176-431.3'

431.3-476

FORMATION

casing
conglomerate

Nipissing Diabase
55! ' "! LOST CORE
ts — /o

conqlomerate

79.3' - BO. 3' Mud seam

NipiRsinrj Diahpse

©171.7 rhillpH pHrjR 6S0 fn pnrfi
86'-87.8' 96.7-98.3 112.6-112.8 LOST CORE
slate^ greywacke grading into greywacke

126.6'-127.6', 128'-129', 129.2'130.8' L OST C ORE
i3i'-iyt, 111-115

conglomerate
keewatin

END OF HOLE 476'

•AMPUt NO. WIDTH
or SAMPLE COLD t •LUDOt 

GOLD f

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK fOHM NO. tot B tV. 11/91

DRILLED er. SIGNED.



DIAMOND DR0U RECORD
PROPERTY Silverside Resources inc. HOLE NO, 81-6

SHEET NUMBER ^.^.^.—— 

LATITUDE 100 south

DEPARTURE. 

ELEVATION .

SECTION FROM . 

DATUM —————

.TO. STARTED. 17 Nov/81

COMPLETED- 20 Nov/81

300 east BEARING. west

DIP collar 440 . 200'-AA0 . 400 - 44Q

ULTIMATE DEPTH.

PROPOSED DEPTH.

DEPTH rtIT

0-50'
50 - U2.5 1

82.5-290

240 '-366'

366 - 416'

416-473

FORMATION

casing
slaty graywacke

® 82.5' gradational - into conglomerate
Basal conglomerate
© 112' - 1/4" pink calcite 90O to core some chloritic
spotting

205 - 218 fault zone
® 187.7' - 1.0' lost core

® 207' - 1.0' lost core

©216' 1.5' lost core
(11217 ' 0.5' lost core
©217/7 1.0' lost core
crittv greywacke

conglomerate
@ 37?' 1 .0' Inst nnre

© 3R7 1 .0' Inst- rnrp

37?' - 411 ' fanU 7nnR

©381.8 1/2" calcite vein, specks of pvrite
keewatin
@ 461' challospecs, 458-460 pyrite
8 419.4 1/4" calcite str 400 to core

• AMPLI NO. WIDTH 
OP SAMPLE COLD f f LV DO r 

COLD *

N.M.f.. TORONTO-STOCK fORM NO. SOI RIV. U/SI

DRILLED BY SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRTLL RECORDft
PROPERTY

SHFFT NUMRF.R 7

l.ATTTtJnF. 100 SOUth

DRPARTURE 300 east

El.RVATTON

Silverside resources inc. ut\

SECTION FROM

HATI 1M

BEARING west

DIP

TO Nov/81

COMPLETED.
20 Nov/81

ULTIMATE DEPTH-
473 feet

PROPOSED DEPTH.

DIPTH rilT FORMATION

9 420.8 1 1/2" calcite 500 to core

d 424.5 1/4" to 1/2" calcite 300 to core

END OF HOLE - 473 feet

—

.

• AMPLI NO. WIDTH 
Of lAMPLt COLD f fn;pot

OOLD f

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 801 ftCV. 11/91

DRILLED er. SIGNED.,



DIAMOND D R Tt L RECORD
PROPERTY SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC. 81-7

SHEET NUMBER 1

LATITUDE 1698.4 south

DEPARTURE 495.6 east

ELEVATION 795'

SECTION PROM

DATt 1M

BEARING west

DIP Collar-560 , 200'

TO STARTED 23 NoV/81 W

rnMmpTprV* Nov/81

ULTIMATE riPDTH *?5'

'-560 ,400'-540 0 600-540 pROpfV:Pn nPPTW

DEPTH PCCT

0-40'
40'- 388

FORMATION

casing
Nipissing Diabase
numerous calcite strs. A veinlets with some chalco. A

chloritic spotting
@ 42.0' fault 3/4" breccia zone cemented with calcite

500 to core
44.5" - 45. l 1 breccia zone with calcite 350 to core

d 46.5' calpite str with chalco

47.8' - 49.0' numerous calcite strs.
© 7p.fi 1 qh?. nalnite str

RR,4l - 9?' numfirnus calcite ^trs. 4 veiplets

^102.^' pfllHt-R vmnlfitR with cahalco
110' - 112* calaite veiplet** wi*h rhalin A chloritic

finottino

®112i3' o pink oaloite veinlet with chalco ————————

@114' calcite veinlet in a fault zone, t 50 to core

@ 158' 1" calcite veinlet
®164.8' calcite strs
@167' calcite in a breccia zone

• AMPLE No.

55

Sfi
57

- from "~

110

®1 1 2 . J
120

to

112
i
121

width

2.0

1.0'

AG

TR

.03
TR

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK rONM NO. 101 REV. 11/51

DRILLED BY . SIGNED.



DIAMOND DR*L RECORD
PROPERTY

SHPKT NUMBER 2

LATITUDE 1698.4 south

DEPARTURE 495.6 east

ELEVATION 795

Silyerside HQ

SErnnN PROM TO
DATI IM

BEARING West

DIP collar-560 .200'-560 . 400'-540 ,600'

NO.. 81-7

STARTED. 23 Nov/81

COMPLETED 28 Nov/81

ULTIMATE DEPTH.
625'

DEPTH flit

388' - ^76'

FORMATION

©170.6
174.5 calcite strs
183.5
©210' calcite veinlets, some chalco
@384 f calcite in a fault zone
@ 319.4 calcite veinlet phjoritic spottina
® 34R 1 fault 7one

(?j) 1^4- rnlrifp ft rhnlln ft rhlioritic Rpotting

rONQLnMEPATf
@) 7QQ' 2" qtz -pink f'8lcit'* Wif1 fnalln ^ rhlpritic
spotting 550 to core
241.8' - 423 breccia
©425' 2.0' lost core
©454.5' calcite veinlets with chalco
©458.2' calcite in breccia with challo
456 '-457' breccia zone with calcite
® 472,2' - calcite A qtz. in a breccia zone
@477.5' calcite strs.
©4R9.1 1 qfrs, nf calcite

49'1l,R'-i94.R 1 ra]ril-R ntrs.

Sn^.?'-SnR.S' rnlrifp vn^nlpt por^llftl tn fnye

• AMPLI NO.

58

from -

364

to

365

widith

1.0'

AG

.0 i

N.H.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. SOI KtV. 11/11

DRILLED BY. SIGNED.



DIAMOND DR RECORD

SHEET NUMBER

I.ATITIJOP.

DEPARTURE

ELEVATION

PROPERTY

3

1698.4 south

495.6 east

795'

siJLversiae resources j.iiu.
HO

sprrioN PROM TO

HATl IM

BEARING West

DIP collar-560 , 200'-560 ,400'-540 ,600 1

81-7

STARTED 23 Nov/81

COMPLETED 28 Nov/81

ULTIMATE DEPTH. 625 feet

DEPTH ri IT

576.1 '-625'

FORMATION

©559.4' calcite veinlet

Rhyolite Porphyry (Keewatin)

End of Hole - 625 feet

i

.

• AMPUI No. from to width*- AG

N.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM NO. 901 RCV. M /SI

DRILLED BY. SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRILL RECORD

DEPARTURE 

ELEVATION

PROPERTY

vlBER

1698.4' south

P 689.2' east

J 785'

SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC.

SECTION FROM TO

DATI 1M

BEARING West

DIPcollar-560 r 200'-570 r 400'-57O

HOLE NO. 8 1 - Q

STARTED 30 Nov/81
4 

COMPLFTFD

ULTIMATE DEPTH 490

PROPOSED DEPTH

9
Dec/81

feet

DEPTH FCCT

0-38'

38 '-381.7'

381.7'-427.4'

424.7'-490'

FORMATION

casing
Nipissing Diabase

113'-115.5' fault zone
©172' calcite Breccia
278 '-306' fault zone
©282' - 1.0' lost core

@295' - 1.0' lost cnre

@)3fi5' - 2.0' Insh rnrR

Cobalt Sediments
grading from Greywacke to Conglomerate

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry
©425.6' - calcite veinlet

483'-484.4' fault zone, broken core - mud seam

END OF HOLE 490 FEET

.

• AMPLI NO. WIDTH 
OP VAMPLC OOLD ( BLUPOE 

GOLD f

N.M.P., TORONTO-STOCK f OHM N O. SOI REV. 11/11 

DRILLED BY...................... SIGNED.



DIAMOND DRflL RECORDft
PROPERTY SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC. NO-

81-9

SHEET NUMBER

LATITUDE

FROM. -TO. STARTED. 5 Dec/81

1799 south DATUM. COMPLETED n Dec/81

DEPARTURE05 east 

805'
BEARING. ULTIMATE DEPTH. 548

ELEVATION . mp collar - 44Q, 200' - 47", 400-490 PROPOSED DEPTH.

DEPTH riCT

0-12'

12'-386.1'

•?RA-1 '-574,7'

FORMATION

casing
Nipissing Diabase
® 55.1' fault - 450 to core, strong alteration for

h foot, bleaching and red brown patches

®56' talcose slip
83'-85' calcite strs. lowangle to core

86.4' - 88.2' broken core
©101.6' changing from coarse grained to finer drained

i ©115' 1/4' naleite vein

©176. S - onlrihfi vein 900 tp nore, some chalco

©147,"?' mnH t? f* am

142.5' - 145.5' broken core

175' - 181' broken core
230-300 broken core
324-176 Inst nnrfi

Cobalt Sediments
at contact fault zone, leached and rusty. Mud Seam @

386.3'
1481.2' - 483 qtz veinlets

• AMPLt No. WIDTH
or IAMPLC GOLD ( tHJPQt 

COLD f

H.M.P.. TORONTO-STOCK FORM H O. 5 01 REV. 1J/5I

DRILLED BY. SIGNED,



DIAMOND DRTIL RECORDt,
PROPERTY HOLE NO. 81-9.

SHEET NUMBER 

LATITUDE ———

DEPARTURE___. 

ELEVATION -——

SECTION FROM 

DATUM—————

TO

BEARING. 

DIP

STARTED.... 

COMPLETED-
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524.7'-5A8'

FORMATION
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@473'-474.5' broken core
Quqrtz Feldspar F'nrphyry
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Axis of buried conductive zone (weak)

Axis of buried conductive zone (strong)

M ___x_—— Axis of V LF EM conductor (weak/ shallow ?)

_ gx-_— Axis of VLF EM conductor (strong/deep?)

Axis of magnetic low

Target area no. 2

Top of sill

J__ Bottom of sill x

4-1 
O

More magnetic phase of sill

-t Proposed drill-hole 4-1
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SILVERSIDE RESOURCES INC.

LORRAIN TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

VLF EM X EMR AND 
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

INTERPRETATION
N.T. S. No: 3 1-M

DRAWN BY : A.M.

APPROVED :

SCALE : l i nch = 2QOfeet

DRAWING No: P 373

DATE ! October 1981

PATERSON GRANT &L WATSON LIMITED
CONSULTING GEOPHYSICISTS, TORONTO, CANADA
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CLAIM MAP
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SYMBOLS
9 P ot*nt surfoce R Mining r ights 

l Leo*e surface ft "

LEGEND
MEASUREMENT STATIONS ALONG PICKET LINES
FRASER REDUCTION METHOD USED
CONTOUR INTERVAL:-
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR
INSTRUMENT USED : GEONICS EM - 16
CLAIM POST
SWAMP

TYPE OF WORK

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
CLIENT

SILVERS l DE RESOURCES INC
PROJECT

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD

AREA

LORRA IN TWP f ONT.

SCALE
11 * 200 ft

DRAWN BY

DATE
JULY, 198

MAP O R SHEET NO.
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MEASUREMENT STATIONS ALONG PICKET LINES 
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PROFILE - In Phase Component ( Scale 1" - 10 0Xo) 
PROFILE - Out of Phase Component ( Scale 1" = 
COIL SEPARATION - Feet 
INSTRUMENT - 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
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MEASUREMENT STATIONS ALONG PICKET LINES
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